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New Student & Leadership Programs

Award Selection

Which Crest Award are you filling out a nomination for?

- Student Organization Advisor of the Year Award

Student Organization Advisor of the Year Award Application

Nominee's Name

[Redacted]

Nominee's Email

[Redacted]

Nominee's Phone Number

[Redacted]
Name of Nominee's Student Organization

[Blank]

Nominator's Name

[Blank]

Nominator's Email

[Blank]

How long has this nominee advised your student organization?

[Blank]

What does this advisor do specifically for your organization?

[Blank] has a wide variety of responsibilities in [Blank] but [Blank] primary job is to facilitate the day to day operations of the organization. This includes everything from ensuring the organization has the supplies necessary for operation to meeting with university leadership. [Blank] is also responsible for [Blank] to about 20 Tulane students each year. [Blank] has an approximately [Blank] exam pass rate for [Blank] students. [Blank] also promotes continuing education of members by organizing advanced training lectures by [Blank].

In what ways has the advisor gone beyond mandatory advising duties?

If you asked [Blank] probably say [Blank] doesn’t do a whole lot beyond mandatory advising duties. She believes in our organization and the work we do more than anyone and is willing to sacrifice her time, money, and energy to ensure its success. [Blank] actions have proven this time and time again. [Blank] is extremely unpredictable, and we never know when something will
come up that requires your attention. When we need to drop everything and help in any way we can. I have personally called past midnight more than once, and never fails to answer (and give the best advice). After responded to an unfortunate student death in March, knew the student who responded would need her. It didn’t matter that it was 6:30 pm, was already home, was waiting for dinner, and had been at work all day. Came back to the office and stayed until 10 pm to make sure everything was handled properly. helped file the necessary paperwork. discussed next steps with arranged mental health support for the responding student. made sure that our organization was physically, mentally, and emotionally healthy before even considered going home. Beyond being Tulane has a passion for and more on call experience than our whole organization combined. never hesitates to share that knowledge with us. Whenever our student are overworked or have a sudden illness, is there to work shift. is excited to use years of experience to educate our members in real time. Every that has worked with mentions how much they learned from even a few short hours working with her. Each year accompanies members of to the. Over the course of a weekend at this conference, our are able to learn from some of the most experienced in the country. It is an extremely valuable experience, and is willing to spend time and money to ensure that our members have that opportunity. dedication to the education of our members rarely shows more than at the end of each semester, when organizes a trip to Baton Rouge to allow students to perform the skills testing portion of their licensing exams. personally drives the students to the testing, waits until all of the students have completed their testing, and drives them back. This can make for a 12 hour day, but recognizes the value of camaraderie when it comes to passing their exam. requires teamwork even more than most professions, and encourages and exemplifies that through work.

In which areas has the advisor contributed to the improvement of your organization?

has spent an unbelievable amount of time and energy working to improve the infrastructure of our organization. traveled to personally research potential upgrades for our ambulances. spent months working to make sure there was enough room for everyone working in our office. is constantly brainstorming ways to make our service more efficient so we can take even better care of the Tulane community. has done a lot of work to maximize our service’s impact. has helped organize joint training sessions. In turn, this has led also organized our participation in the World conference to broaden our impact beyond New Orleans. Most importantly has taught us to be confident in our skills and training. there isn’t time for hesitation. You have to be confident in your decision making, and that confidence comes from a great education. Long after we finish instills in us the importance of trusting our training. demonstrates that first hand when we work with.
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